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Adaptation vs. Mitigation 
Adaptation vs. Mitigation   Adaptation= Seeks to lower the risks caused by climate change 
  Adaptation= Seeks to lower the risks caused by climate change   Mitigation= Addresses the root causes of climate change by 

  Mitigation= Addresses the root causes of climate change by 
taking action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions   Both approaches will be necessary because even if emissions 

  Both approaches will be necessary because even if emissions are dramatically decreased in the next decade, adaptation will 
are dramatically decreased in the next decade, adaptation will 
still be needed to deal with the global changes that have 
already been set in motion 



Activity 1 
"   Two signs up on the wall. “Impacts of Climate Change” and 

“Actions to Combat Climate Change” 
"   Read your prompt with your group and discuss which sign 

best fits your prompt, and be able to justify your response. 
"   Move to that side of the room and share your prompt with the 

class. 
	  
	  



Mitigation and Adaptation 
"   People in the “Actions to Combat Climate Change” side come 

forward and place your prompt in the Venn diagram that best 
describes your prompt 

"   Describe to the class why you put your prompt there 
"   People with the “Impacts of Climate Change” statements should 

decide if this action would combat their impact. If it does, add it to 
the same circle on the Venn diagram 

 



Discussion 
"   Why did you place your impact and actions where 

you did? 
"   Can you come up with other examples? 
"   Think of your own mitigation, adaptation, and impact 

from your area—If you need help go to National 
Climate Assessment online. 
http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/  



What is the best option for minimizing the 
repercussions of climate change? 

"   Claims- Think of a solution to climate change. 
"   What do you take into account? Science? 

Economy? Equity? How do we determine what are 
the best solutions?  

"   What criteria should we follow? Who decides the 
criteria?  



NYC Article 
"   What does equity look like in a climate-

justice context? Who gets to define it? 
"   Who is affected disproportionately? 
"   How do we approach solutions to include 

everyone? 
 


